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Background
Ok Tedi Mining Limited (OTML) is a State-owned company that operates an open-pit copper, gold
and silver mine located in the Star Mountains of Western Province, Papua New Guinea (PNG). It
also has a representative office in Port Moresby, PNG and a marketing and logistics facility in
Brisbane, Australia.
In addition to the Mine and Mill, OTML also operates
•
•
•
•
•

The township of Tabubil
Power Station (hydroelectric & diesel fired gas turbines)
157km pipeline
Dredging operation at Bige
Drying Plant & Port at Kiunga

The company's success is measured on its economic performance, human resource development
programs, zero harm safety performance, and the management and mitigation of its
environmental impacts.
COSOL has provided a variety of Services since the establishment of the current Ok Tedi state
ownership model in 2000. The ongoing COSOL relationship was the basis of the establishment of
the SAP Value Support Service.
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Challenges

COSOL Solution

OTML implemented SAP In 2015 and after
only 3 months of usage a significant dry
weather event saw operations cease for
over 9 months. When operations restarted
in 2016 OTML undertook a significant
business transformation to ensure a long
term sustainable operation. However, it
became evident that the SAP system had
not been embedded into the business prior
to the shutdown. In an effort to further
reduce costs, OTML was leveraging an offshore support model, however, the
effectiveness and value of this model did not
work for OTML.

COSOL provides flexible and tailored
support services to a number of
organisation across the world. We
understand the cultural and logistical
challenges in providing support to remote
mining locations having provided support in
many remote areas

OTML realised that they needed a partner in
the technology space to provide them with a
robust platform, combined with a continual
business improvement mindset, to derive
value from their SAP investment.

Traditional support structures focus on
ticket volumes and Service Level
Agreements (SLA’s) to manage the success
of the Applications Management Service
(AMS), however, in our experience, this not
only drives the wrong behaviours between
the organisations but doesn’t realise the
value of your ERP investment. Our AMS
service provision to Ok Tedi has 2 key
objectives:
•
•

To provide a reliable and trouble
free platform and;
To realise business value by
expanding the functional usage
(implementation of new modules),
uplifting the users SAP skills and
automation / elimination of nonvalue adding tasks.

The overall success of this support service is
measured by COSOL continually delivering
demonstrable business improvement.
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COSOL Delivery
Functional Scope

COSOL will provide support for the following SAP centric business processes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Record to Report (R2R)
Human Capital Management (HCM)
Procure to Pay (P2P)
Manage Physical Assets (MPA)
Process Integration (PrI)
Environment, Health and Safety (EHS)

The functional application support team:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Works with OTML representatives to understand SAP / process challenges
Recommends, configures and implement solutions to the SAP / process address
challenges
Provides ad-hoc training to the user base
Monitors and manages batch processes
Assists in bulk data updates
Works with other team members to undertake root cause analysis of issues

Technical Scope

COSOL provides both proactive and reactive (ticket/request based) technical support including :
•

•
•

•
•

•

Perform Daily system checks
o Check that all the application servers are up
o Check that daily backup are executed without errors
o SAP standard background jobs are running successfully
o Operating system monitoring
o Database monitoring
o Review workload statistics
o Check for old locks
o Check for spool problems
o Review and resolve dumps
Security Management
o User and role administration
BASIS Administration
o Support pack upgrade (ABAP+JAVA), Kernel patch upgrade
o Stopping and starting SAP
o Client copy, client maintenance and system refreshes.
o SAP Online Support System (OSS)
o Transport Management System
Support printing, faxing and emailing
Performing application tuning and other recommendations provided to improve the
efficiency, performance and reliability of the application and to minimize on-going
maintenance requirements
Follow the change/release management procedures
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Project Summary
COSOL has taken over from a traditional ticket based off-shore support
model to provide an integrated business and technical support structure
that has been specifically tailored to drive automation and efficiencies in
their business system and ultimately realise the value of their SAP
investment.
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